
         (Vol.5) PART VI: THE META-EGO III – 'transformational Venus'

From EROTIC SADISM to EROTIC MASOCHISM
In the 'spiritual' (as opposed to the 'religious') sense, we have been composing

this present run of essays keeping close to the Cathars' view that the earthy-material
world is best avoided, not the least because human motivation is necessarily deluded.
The more the individual wants to “help mankind”, the more we can assume that s/he
wants, albeit unconsciously, to “help him/herself”. This isn't what the Delphic 
Oracle wants us to do... “knowing oneself” is decidely different to “helping oneself”.

In M. Night Shyamalan's “The 6th Sense”, mankind–helper “Malcom Crowe”
(Bruce Willis) fails to help one particular individual. Because this realization is 
made in concert with a death–re/birth circumstance, an astrologer would assume 
that he is 'in' his 8th house (after all, he is about to make love to his wife). Then, 
“next fall” (i.e. 9th house-ish November), he unconsciously decides to 're-incarnate' in
the attempt to atone for his sin of being 'too 11/12 collective' and, so, he decides to 
treat the anguish of one 9yr old (i.e. “latent phase”) boy. The trouble is, however, 
that Malcom doesn't become “conscious” by his decision and, so, he doesn't achieve 
atonement in the way that he had anticipated. M. Night's shaggy dog joke is that 
Malcom doesn't see other ghosts because, mired in “projection”, he only sees what 
he wants to see.

If, dear reader, you don't like ghost stories and/or shaggy dog jokes (I have to
admit I like the former much more than the latter), you can still take this story to be 
a metaphor for narcissism... the narcissistic character declares, “anyone who doesn't
view the world the way that I view it is wrong”. Some narcissists can mimic '4-5-6-7-
8-9 eros' for a while but father-time's clock eventually gets the upper hand.  

OK, so what if Malcom had access to Freudastrological counsel on the fateful 
night? Answer: he would have been urged to toss his collective achievements into the
fire (this may have been enough for the bullet to miss the artery) because, as he finds
out through “Cole” (Haley Joel Osment), you can only help ghosts one at a time. 
Any kind of collective-treatment can only ever be palliative. The hero “transforms” 
when he overcomes himself... as Jung said it, “thank God I'm not a Jungian”. In this
sense, and in line with the Hindu idea of leaving a corner of one's house un-built, we 
should end FA's “Four Corners of the Cosmos” here and encourage our readers to 
'5 create' their own (respective) '5-6-7-8 transformation(s)'. Yet...

As, dear reader, you can see by scrolling down, we haven't taken notice of 
our own advice. All we can do now is advise you, dear reader, not to read it. If you 
have a strong developmental foothold up into your 5th house (i.e. you have 
“sublimated” the greater part of your “family romance”), you won't need our 
advice... you won't need to know that our advice exists. If, however, Venus transits 
your '5-6-7-8' sequence (it does so every year) and your “family romance” retains a 
'ghostly' presence as it does so, you might might read what follows and lament that 
M. Night has yet to make the “genital phase” sequel to “The 6th Sense” i.e. “The 6th 
house” (see our 'Ch.118').

           * * * * *
In our introduction to 'Vol.5:Pt.V', we looked at the astrological Ages 

through the lens of 'encroachment' e.g. 'tropical Aries', over the recent 2,000yrs, 



'encroached' its way through 'constellational Taurus' + over the next 2,000yrs, 
'tropical Aries' will 'encroach' its way into 'constellational Gemini'. To what extent, 
however, is it a good idea to yelp “good riddance” to the “Age of Pisces-(Taurus)”? 
The Freudastrological answer: not really; if we go back to Gret Baumann-Jung's 
'Vol.5:Pt.IV' “horoscope” (tropical-constellational zodiac interaction, actually) for 
the “Ages”, the logic behind our answer becomes clear...

… in other words, if we stick with the familiar idea that upcoming “Age” will 
be the “Age of Aquarius”, we notice that Taurus is on the I.C.... and, when we 
realize (i) the key role the I.C. plays in laying foundations of right hemispheric 
'spirituality', and (ii) that Libra straddles the cusp of the 9th house, we realize that 
the Venus-ruled signs, Taurus & Libra 'book-end' the upcoming “Age's” 'spiritual 
rise'.

Now, in 'Vol.5.Pt.IV''s introduction, we pointed out that Scorpio has 
symbolic links to the “prima materia” of our “New Age” but, in other junctures in 
FA's “Four Corners...”, we also noted that the 10th archetype has a “use by” date 
that can arrive as 'early' as '4'. The reason for the “use by” date is that '5' & '6' are 
better equipped (than '10') to deal creatively with '11' & '12' i.e. '10''s fearful 
attitude to '11-12-(1)' is justifiable during its own winter-(early spring) season but it 
gets in the way when the individual (collective?) has generated enough 
“centroversion” to deal creatively with Descartes' 'further-inner' (outside) world.

Now, recalling (i) that Freud's natal Venus & Sun were placed, respectively, 
in Aries & Taurus (Melanie Klein's natal Sun was in Aries) and that Jung's natal 
Venus & Sun were placed, respectively, in Cancer & Leo & (ii) that Freud's Sun 
progressed from Taurus to Leo over his 83yrs of life, we notice, depending on our 
mood, either a 'confounding overlap' or a sense of 'spiritual continuity'. (C.G.'s 
progressed Sun had stopped short of collectivist '9-10-11-12' pop-“High Anxiety” 
psychology). And, so, as we enter the final part of the final volume of “Four Corners 
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of the Cosmos”, we have to inquire: to what extent can we now ditch Freud and 'go 
Jungian'? Answer: only to a limited extent as follows...

Chapter 117 – THE '7-5 INTERACTION'

♀ REFLECTIONS: Pt.9 – '5' & THE NOT QUITE ETERNAL CENTRE
Before we discuss specific '7-5 interactions', such as Libra straddling the cusp

of the 5th house, let's '♀ reflect', in a more general way, upon the 5th archetype and 
its capacity to underpin '6-7-8 development' via its fiery “quintessence”...

From the traditionalist astrological perspective, '5' links to personal meaning,
creative self-expression, joy and childhood. Given that the ruler of '5 Leo' is the Sun,
the traditionalists have no reason to argue with the psychologists when the latter add
'centred-ness' to this list of links. In fact, 'centred-ness' is the centre (har, har) out of
which the traditional astrologers' list is compiled. Despite this, astronomers are keen
to remind us that our Sun isn't at the centre of the Milky Way (an '8 black hole' is at
the centre), so we can't get carried away with this keyword. If '10 Saturn' has a “use 
by” date (scroll back to 'Vol.5:Pt.VI – Intro'), then something similar can be applied
to the '5 Sun'... although it doesn't phase-in/out like the Moon, it disappears at night 
and, above the arctic circle, in winter. Also, 5,000,000,000±yrs hence, it will 'die'. Not
quite ephemeral... but not quite permanent either. Below the arctic circle, at least, 
'5' is always promising to be “born again”.

From the mythological/theological perspective, '5' is the synthesiser of God &
man i.e. Christ is the “God-man”... in order to re-balance the imbalance of being too
much (immortal) “God” during h/His '10–11–12' collective 'gestation', h/He submits 
to becoming the (mortal) “man” so that, in turn, h/He can enter the '4 hell' of 'stuck-
ness' in the '4 family romance' and deliver mortals into their '5 joy'. In mid-summer,
the '5 Sun' succeeds in returning to its '5 Leo' home=destiny i.e. Christ 'draws' those
who are 'stuck' inside their (psychological) a-ogamy endogamy forward... in order to
'rise' into their exogamy (even if h/He might not have!... see below). In other words...

From the biologist's/evolutionist's perspective, '5' links to “mating” (thus, the
traditionalists' link “romance”). The trouble, of course, is that '5' (re)-introduces the
phenomenon that isn't introducible in 19thC-20thC-21stC-biology/evolution... “teleos”.
This trouble is likely behind Freud's view that the 5th developmental phase should be
called “latent” rather than “creative”. Those who have 'risen' from their (respective)
'4's gain the spiritual insight to see that “reductionists” (e.g. scientists) are those who
have yet to grow down-out of their (respective) narcissism(s). Schematically...     

outer world (further inner) = outer
world

collective '12'
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… the individual's cyclic entry into '5' indicates his/her capacity to expand on
2–sided (even 3–sided) epistemologies. Meanwhile, sensing-thinking evolutionists are
insisting that feeling & intuition don't exist or, if they do, they have no value. 
Anyone who has 'felt' 'intuition-less-ness' (i.e. purpose-less-ness) will attest to the 
value of the intuition. One 'complaint' that strict “reductionists” would raise here is:
why stop at 4 epistemological corners? Answer: yes, if asexual-mitotic reproduction 
'reached' '5', we could keep adding to our list of functions in a linear way... but 
sexuality brings up the phenomena of a cycle i.e. prior to '5', '1-integration' could 
only be reached with a “(4-3-2...) regression” but, with '5', '1-integration' can now be
reached by continuing on. As Jung would explains it: '2 sensing' tells us that a thing 
exists; '3 thinking' tells us what it is; '4 feeling' brings us to the thing's value; '5 
intuition' tells us where-to it is headed... back around to '1' (via '8/9'). Hence, dear 
reader, in our schema, we have 'contained' the linear arrow of Mars within the 
circle (cycle) of the Sun.

(Those who take an interest in number systems could say that epistemology is
quaternial – '1-2-3-10-11-12-13-20-21...' – as opposed to, say, Babylonian sexasimal –
'1-2-3-4-5-10-11-12-13-14-15-20-21...' – or our decimal – '1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11...').

Also depicted in our schema is the capacity of '5' to be circumspect about '11'
'now'. The reason that '5' doesn't have circumspection about '12' 'now' is (at least in 
FA's view) the gender difference i.e. it isn't until '6' that one gets the 'diametric 180º'
view of '12' that, as longstanding readers know, symbolizes full 'objectivity' (the 150º
so-called “minor” aspect – the quincunx – deserves some respect). In other words, 
'5' is capable of 'diametric 180º' full 'objectivity' of '11' but it needs to 'wait' to see 
what '6' has to say about '12' because '11' & '12' form a masculine-feminine pair. If 
it does so, '5' can 'now' prospect into the next epistemology: '6' tells us that “mating”
exists; '7' tells us what “mating” 'is'; '8' tells us about “mating”'s value; '9' tells us 
where-to “mating” is headed (through “running”, back to “hunting”). Or...

Christ, of course, was no “mate”... the Gospels, of themselves, inherit the idea
that mortals are better off mating other mortals (not g/Gods) i.e. the Gospels make it
clear that Mary Magdalene's 'role' in Christianity was to witness the Resurrection of
Christ... many of MM's other associations (e.g. redemption from prostitution) would
not be made until 6thC Pope, Gregory the Great, thought it a good idea to tidy up the
disparate Gospel references to “Mary”. The most consequential rebellion against the
Pope's tidying up job was enacted by the Cathars... some of whom thought of MM as
the wife of Christ. Part of the reason that we dub ourselves “fake Cathars” is that 
we aren't against “b/Bachelor Christ”. Having Resurrected into '5', h/His 
m/Mastery of sexual “sublimation” was so complete that h/He didn't need to learn 
any new lessons in '6-7-8-9'. In turn, h/He would transcend the Eastern religious 
viewpoint that talks about going round-and-round (the zodiac-horoscope) until 
personal and/or collective karma has been resolved. 

Because (i) we Freudastrologers are as interested in Freud as we are in Christ
and, (ii) sexual development is the epi-centre of Freud's subterranean psychology, 
we don't aspire to be “perfect (bachelor) Cathars”. In fact, if we did so aspire, we 
would assume until otherwise that we had succumbed to the “inflation” that is the 
result of “repression” leading to “compensation”. The consolation (not 



“consolamentum”) of “fake Catharism” is that at least we are not “fake 
sublimators”. In our view, most of us need to '6 work' on other types of 
“sublimation” over more than one lifetime; but, before we take these '6 ideas' 
further, let's (re)-consider...

LIBRA on the 5TH HOUSE CUSP
At the head of this chapter, we put forward the traditionalists' list of 

symbolic links for '5'. Some readers, no doubt, would have noticed that “romance” 
was left off the list. We did this because, for Freudians, the word “romance” (of 
course, the word “family” is usually attached) has stronger links to '4'. In other 
words, for FA-ers, the word “romance” needs a qualification i.e. '4' links to “family-
of-origin romance”; '5' links to “family-of-destination romance”. Given that Libra 
has links to exogamy and marriage, we might guess that the individual who has 
Libra on the cusp of his/her 5th house will have no trouble understanding our 
qualification. Yet, to what extent is our guess supportable when the individual's left 
hemispheric “narcissistic wound” is still bleeding and/or s/he is mired inside his/her 
“paranoid-schizoid position”? 

We FA–ers aren't frightened of bold statements. For example, we have 
drawn on the post–9/11 statistic that revealed “98% of a 1st world population has no 
qualms with 'an eye for an eye'” to state that somewhere close to 98% of the world 
has yet to get beyond its (narcissistic) gestation-infancy. In turn, Christ's urging to 
“come ye as little children” is not about drawing oneself back from one's place in the
adult world to one's childhood... rather, it is Christ's urge to continue to grow from 
one's state of “developmental arrest” inside '10-11-12-gestation/1-2-3-(4) infancy' 
forward to one's '5 childhood' (by a factor of 98%). Just as the word “romance” 
needs a qualification, so does the word “child” need a qualification i.e. if a 6yr old is 
unable process his/her emotions creatively, we have no grounds to call him a 
“(centroverted) child” (at best, s/he would be an “(extraverted) infant”).  

So, although one might expect FA to wax lyrical when “centroverted” Libra 
is found on the “centroverted” 5th house cusp, we remind our readers that Libra on 
the 5th house cusp tells us that “extraverted” Aries will be on the “introverted” 11th 
house cusp... and, given the statistic noted in the prior paragraph, it is wiser to 
assume that this version of '5-7' is more '1-11' (± '3-1' if, say, the individual has 
Gemini on his/her ascendant). The question then becomes one of whether the year-
in-year-out transit of the Sun & Venus over the individual's 11th house cusp (± 
his/her ascendant) instils an interest in the '5-(6)-7' ego. If s/he mouths collectivistic 
platitudes (e.g. Homo sapiens is a species that is progressing to a Brave New World, 
optimism is not recommended.

Indeed, this is the point where your local FA-er could prefer, if such a thing 
as 'preference' were possible, to encounter horoscopes with Libra on the 11th house 
cusp because, if the individual is operating out of his/her left hemisphere, the world 
would be better off under the sway of a Libran-centroverted tendency rather than 
an Aries -extraverted tendency. In other words, if the individual's horoscope isn't 
very 'zodiac horoscope phase shifted', (e.g. Libra on the 5th house cusp), an FA-er 
would hope, for the sake of the '7 world', that this individual can reach into his/her 
2nd quadrant and, from there, counsel him/herself against “regression”. 



One fruitful path to self-counsel is the withdrawal of one's “projections” onto
children i.e. a desire to have a flesh & blood child may be more about the desire than
about the child... the Buddha would recommend that, before one has a flesh & blood
child, s/he first discovers the '5 inner child'. This activity is part of the “sublimation”
of sexual desire... sex, of course, produces fetuses & infants but, if one's sexuality has
not been differentiated out of feeding, sex won't produce children. In other words, if 
a baby is born of sexually undifferentiated parents, the Freudian's best case scenario
would be the parents 'following' (instead of 'leading') the child into their (respective)
2nd quadrants. If the individual with Libra on his/her 5th house talks about wanting a
child who has a refined aesthetic taste and a balanced mind, the Freudastrologer can
join up with the Buddha and encourage these qualities being first established within.
As a result, the child who subsequently appears can make his/her way into his/her 5th 
house without being burdened by parental expectations (the child, of course, is likely
to have a different sign on his/her 5th house cusp).

This leads us to a question that has now been lurking about FA for a couple 
of years: noting that the analysand “projects” his/her descendant (and, somewhat 
more quietly, his/her vertical axis) onto his/her analyst, might the analysand also 
“project” his/her 5th house cusp onto his/her analyst? Answer: because the 
analysand is usually “identified” with the parental archetypes, yes. Indeed, if the 
analyst is more Jungian that Freudian, we would 'double up' our yes insofar as the 
Jungian interpretation of the analysand's dream life seems to be more “creative” 
and, therefore, the analysand may perceive his/her analyst with the same eye that 
s/he perceives a “creative” child. Ironically, however, Jung wound up taking the 
view that it was Freud who was more “creative” i.e. Jung thought that Freud's 
“dream censor” was Freud's invention and there was no need to take dreams as 
“condensations” of contrary-inadmissable ideas such as incest and patricide. For 
Jung, dreams made more sense as plain confessions. This led to Jung being more 
egalitarian with his analysand... and, so, you won't need to be Einstein to work out 
that individuals who have Libra on the 5th house cusp will be equally attracted to 
Freudians and Jungians... with a slight tilt toward Jung. 

Now, does this mean that the Freudastrologer should (as was noted at the end
of the introduction to this 'Vol.5:Pt.VI') “ditch Freud & 'go Jungian'” when Libra is
on the 5th house cusp? Our answer: not quite... Jungian analysis is more about (what
Jung dubbed) the “dialectic” than it is about “creativity” i.e. the “creative” child can
be inspiring but, then again, the troubled individual may only feel envy in the face of
his/her analyst's “creativity”... not the easiest emotion to process, at the best of 
times. By contrast, the “dialectic” admits to the “synchronicity” of the analysand's 
decision i.e. because this particular analysand has reclined on that particular 
analyst's couch, the analyst needs to admit that both have a share in the same 
problem... the essential difference between the two being that (even a modestly 
creative) analyst has a better grip on the shared problem than does his/her 
analysand... if not, then they should be changing places! In Freudastrological words, 
the “dialectic” has more to do with the 7th & 8th houses than it does the 5th (this 
'C.117') & 6th (see 'Ch.118') houses. 

At this point, the individual with Libra on the cusp of his/her 5th house is sure
to point out that there is a 'balancing-point' between the “dialectic” and “creativity”



and, because we are astrologers as much as Freudians, we are happy to concede 
that, in his/her particular case, therapy could well veer off in a “creative” direction 
for the good of both analysand and analyst. So, here we are again, discussing the 
problem of whether any kind of therapy has meaning when a growing soul has 
gained a foothold on the rungs of the right hemisphere. Whatever that case, we all 
have an opportunity to think about this problem when, irrespective of what sign 
happens to be qualifying our (respective) 5th house(s), Venus makes its once/year 
transit over it. It's a problem that would have been important to “creative” 
individuals such as...

EXAMPLE 117A

Although Orson routinely makes the “top 10 movie directors of all time” lists,
we can still wonder whether he was a movie director... rather, was he a stage 
director who had mistakenly wandered away from where his “creativity” was most 
at home? 

In our mini-essay on Roman Polanski, we raised the philosophical question of
whether artistic expression could also be (self)-therapeutic i.e. would Roman's desire
for under-aged women have been worse if he had not been given the chance to direct
movies? Our answer: the psyche is 'too individual' to know... but the question is well
worth asking even if there is no answer. And, so, with our attention now shifting 
over to Orson Welles, we can ask: did direction help or hinder Orson's “(left 
hemispheric) narcissistic personality disorder”?

One of the key 'wellsprings' of his disorder was the death of his mother at age
8yrs... a wellspring that he seems to have drawing from when “Charles Foster Kane”
was separated from (his snowboard, his father &) his mother in “Citizen Kane”. It is
expected, dear reader, that you won't need us to point out that Saturn rolled 
through Orson's lower hemisphere throughout his infancy and would roll into his 5th

house at the age of 8yrs. When Citizen Kane is brought to his inheritance, he chooses
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to focus on the newspaper business because “it will be fun” i.e. a chance to 'heal' his 
5th house that had been frustrated by Saturn's karmic 'peripheralization'. It is, of 
course, easy to assume that Orson saw the 'gift' of total artistic control, absolutely 
unprecedented in Hollywood up until that time, with his first movie was also an offer
to “have fun”.

Citizen Kane turned out to be “too much (poke) fun”, however i.e. it wouldn't
be lionized by movie buffs for over 15yrs (i.e. its re-release in the late 1950's) 
because William Randolph Hearst had the power to minimize its 1941 release. 
Orson's follow up, “The Magnificent Ambersons”, is, in one sense, a “Citizen Kane 
Pt.II” because it tells of what might have happened to Kane's son had he survived 
the car-accident in which he was killed i.e. “George Amberson-errr-Minafer” (as 
Anne Baxter's “Lucy” Freudian slips in the brilliant party scene), another mama's 
boy who is the recipient of a large inheritance (or, so it would seem), winds up 
severely injured by that which he hates the most... patriarchal industrial “progress”.
Unlike Kane, however, George (Tim Holt), winding up penniless, is the recipient of 
forgiveness from his patriarchal, car-manufacturing “(hidden?) enemy”, “Eugene 
Morgan” (Joseph Cotton). In other words, “The Magnificent Ambersons” reflects 
the transit of Saturn through Orson's 12th house insofar as George is a victim of the 
Amberson “family curse” i.e. George's mother couldn't follow her (individual) 
feelings into marrying “Eugene” because her '12 culture' was forcing her to snub 
her nose at Eugene's clownish-ness. It seems that Orson was also poking fun at 
Hearst... if Hearst could have been hero-enough to lose his power & wealth, he might
have avoided dying unforgiven like Kane.

As all film-buffs know, of course, it was Orson who wound up losing power &
wealth... “The Magnificent Ambersons” would be taken out of his hands for the final
cut and his third effort, “Journey Into Fear” (1943), would be taken out of his hands
in mid-production (the director credit going to Norman Foster). Although Orson did
have some (financial) success with his fourth effort, “The Stranger”, it would only be
a lacuna in an otherwise un-stellar career... his attempts to heal his “identification to
mother” would spiral out of control, if they hadn't already, with his marriage to Rita
Hayworth, the star of his fifth effort, “The Lady from Shanghai”, (Saturn bottoming
out through his  I.C.).

If, dear reader, you object to our use of “narcissistic personality disorder” for
Orson, you may think again when you discover that he determined himself to marry 
Rita after seeing her on the big screen... just like (Citizen) Kane and his character in 
“The Lady from Shanghai” (“Michael”), Orson couldn't care less about Rita's inner 
life or about what kind of husband would be best for her. It is no surprise, then, that
the critics would reject “The Lady...” because, despite an undeniably brilliant finale,
the inner lives (i.e. the motivations) of the characters made little sense. The reason a 
Freudastrologer would like this film, however, is that it re-asks the conundrum: why
isn't Gemini symbolized by triplets ( is, after all, the 3rd sign)? The degree to which
the failure of his films were a part of his failure to relate is reflected in his decision to
compete with brother Olivier and bring “Othello” to the screen (Saturn returning to
onward to the position it was when he was 8yrs old... his 5th house cusp).

If, dear reader, you are a high-brow kind of film-buff, you won't like our 
view that Orson's “last chance Hollywood gas” (Saturn-up-over-descendant) film, 



“Touch of Evil” (1958), is the equal of “Citizen Kane”, but you have to admit that it 
is better than “Kane” in respect of its moral 'reflection' i.e. from Sagittarius 'back' 
to Gemini on the ascendant. The hero, “Vargas” (Charlton Heston), a detective who 
is happy to struggle with the inherent difficulties of police procedures in a non-police
state, finds himself struggling with his “shadow”, “Quinlan” (Orson Welles), who 
has no interest in struggling at all... Quinlan uses “intuition” to solve his cases, so he 
can get back to eating his candy bars A.S.A.P.. The irony of Quinlan is that his 
intuition has been too successful, just as Orson himself had, arguably, been 'too 
successful' in the first flush of his stage-radio career. As the Shakespearean 
“Vargas” would have whispered into Orson's (1947) intuitional aspiring ear, “but 
'tis strange; oftentimes, to win us to our harm, the instruments of darkness tell us 
truths, win us with honest trifles, to betray us in deepest consequence”. No wonder 
Orson took a bit part in “Catch 22”.

VENUS IN LEO
If one could choose, which of the following two would get the nod: '5-5 Sun in

Leo' or '7-5 Venus in Leo'? Our answer: because Venus has the chance of bringing 
in a measure of objective 'air' to an otherwise subjective, if sunny, archetype, we 
would go for '7-5 Venus in Leo'! In other words, it may be a little better to see the 
beauty in a self-mythologizing, Apollonian sense of heroic royalty than to 'ride' the 
'chariot' of a self-mythologizing, Apollonian sense of heroic royalty. Sun in Leo 
people do have a capacity to see that myth of Icarus is important to psychology... 
but, it is altogether a new question as to whether they can see how the myth applies 
to them. Meanwhile...

Longstanding readers are aware that we make a rough & ready symbolic link
between the four elements and the four constituents of the horoscope: the houses are
earthy; the planets are fiery; the signs are airy; the aspects are watery. And, because
Freud had a water-ascendant/earth-Sun and Jung had an air-ascendant/fire-Sun, we
have tended toward Freud when discussing the house cusp & we have tended toward
Jung when discussing the sign. Moreover, when we note that Jung took more 
interest in phylogeny (i.e. the zodiac) than Freud, we have another reason to make 
our rough & ready symbolic alignment... an alignment that become more overt now 
as we point out that Jung's natal Venus in Cancer had, by the end of his life, 
“progressed” all the way to Libra. When this fact is registered, it is, in turn, 
realizable that...

Over a quarter century of his early life (1885-1910/10yrs-35yrs), Jung's 
Venus “progressed” through Leo. This was a time when he determined to study 
medicine & move into psychiatry and treat the often psychotic inpatients at the 
Burgholzli clinic. Although we can't symbolically link his early career only to this 
“progression”, Jung repeatedly made the point, in his “Memories Dreams & 
Reflections”, that he was the only doctor at the clinic who took an interest in the 
human story behind the patients' apparently meaningless actions and fantasies. So 
far as he could see, the Burgholzli's senior doctors only cared to impress each other 
with their diagnoses and (often poor) prognoses... as if they were exonerating 
themselves for their lazy attitude to the inner lives of the mentally unstable. Perhaps,
like me, these senior doctors' horoscopes had natal Venus in Capricorn, Aquarius 



and/or Pisces i.e. they didn't feel centred-enough to successfully expose themselves to
the madness around them.

The most remarkable case that Jung writes about from this phase was that of
a catatonic young woman. Jung reports that he had to draw on all of his 
temperance, but, eventually, she began to invite him into her psychological state i.e. 
she had taken up residence on the Moon, whereupon she determined to heroically 
tackle a vampire that was holding the Moon-women and Moon-children hostage. To 
enact this, she sat on a tower in order to make herself into vampire–bait and, 
eventually, the feathered, flying monster swooped down and held her in a vice grip. 
Although she had a chance to wield her knife, she was so wonder struck by the 
vampire's beauty (hidden behind his feathers) that she didn't take it. Although Jung 
would only begin to read through his mythology textbooks toward the end of his 
tenure at the Burgholzli, we can guess that, when he finally encountered the myths 
of Persephone and Hades & Psyche and Eros, he would have seen wherefrom this 
woman had drawn her fantasy. 

Meanwhile, back at the Psyche & Eros ranch, Psyche has successfully crossed
over into the under-world of her “artificial unconsciousness”... then again, maybe 
we need to give Psyche more credit because, as she rides Venus' transit through Leo,
she remembers the advice that she should avoid the characters that she encounters, 
such as “Ocnus, the ditherer”. For Marie-Louise von Franz, Ocnus symbolizes the 
trouble that arises when intellect comes up against another intellect i.e. for every 
intellectual argument, there is always an equal & opposite intellectual argument. 
This is why we are told that Ocnus can do nothing but aimlessly wind and 
unwinding two strands of rope. Although this appears as if it is pointing to 
Geminian 'everything-is-relative' or Libran 'fence-sitting', it would be more 
consistent to see this as an attempt to achieve Aquarian 'perfection' i.e. Ocnus is 
unwinding his double helices because he is not yet satisfied with the double helices 
that he has been winding (a prototypical eugenicist). The reason that we see this as 
“consistent” is because, when Psyche was riding Venus through the zodiac's left 
hemisphere, it made sense for the zodiac's right hemisphere to operate as a 'beacon';
but, now, having made it into the zodiac's right hemisphere, there is no reason for 
her to, as it were, look back over her shoulder. Like Jung in the early part of his life,
Psyche is circling the centre of her imagination and has no need to gaze upon it from
a theorizing distance.

Getting back to Jung's horoscope, there may be a number of readers who will
want to downplay “progressed” Venus and make a claim that “progressed” 
Mercury had more to do with the 6th house “service” that he was providing in those 
years that he was at the Burgholzli. Agreed, there is something in this claim but we 
FA-ers stick with Venus because it is more likely to sustain an ongoing balanced 
relationship than mutable Mercury... indeed, Mercury may have had much more to 
do with (potential) analysands that Jung 'moved along' e.g. after a “normal” middle 
aged man divulged a dream to Jung that pointed to his latent psychosis (i.e. 
“normality” was, in essence, a carefully constructed “compensation”), he managed 
to talk him out of his intention to journey into his “depths”. Whether he achieved 
this with Mercury or Venus, Jung knew that the journey into the deeper (or, indeed, 
higher) strata of the transpersonal realms carries the pre-requisite of a strong 



'centre', not the pretence of one.
A $64,000Q now ensues: how multi-elemental does this 'centre' need to be? 

A: for FA-ers, it needs to be four-cornered i.e. just because someone can be said to 
have a strong 'centre' courtesy of, say, a natal Venus in Leo (horoscopically situated 
in the lower and/or right hemisphere/s), we would still say that it only covers the 
masculine thinking & intuitive functions... without the additional 'centring' that 
avails courtesy of the feminine sensing & feeling functions, we can't be satisfied. We 
make this claim because, as noted in the first section of this chapter, the only arcs of 
zodiac that allow us to fully understand uncentred Pisces (Aquarius is eccentred) are
Virgo & Scorpio. Indeed, grabbing a bit of 'centre' from Venus in Leo and using it 
for “confidence” as one embarks on a “regression”, through '4-3-2-1', back up to 
'12' (i.e. Virgo-Scorpio is excluded) leads the individual into hypocrisy & moral 
incongruity. This, of course, has been the core of our ongoing criticism of Jung i.e. I 
have read through almost all of his opus and I have yet to find any reference to the 
duality in the cycle – clockwise and anti-clockwise – other than what occurs in some 
of the dreams of his analysands.

Those who have yet to anti-clockwise their way down-out of their (respective)
4th quadrants are, by and large, a pretty forgiveable characters. They tend also to be,
by and large, forgettable characters. The characters that tend to be remembered are
the “regressors”. One director-screenwriter who stoked our collective memory is...

EXAMPLE 117B

Over the course of “4 Corners..” we have, yes, favoured Freud over Jung, but
we have not looked to replace one with the other (as Freud & Jung themselves would
have). In this spirit of integration, we have recommended readers to bounce between
their respective points of view e.g. after going over Freud's “Introductory Lectures I
& II”, we suggested to our readers that they would do well to read Erich Neumann's
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(a harsh Freud critic), “The Origin & History of Consciousness” and, while doing so,
wonder why he was so keen on mutual exclusivity. Maybe Neumann could have been
more “integrative” if, in 1944, he had seen Billy Wilder's (Raymond Chandler's) 
film noir, “Double Indemnity”, a story about an insurance salesman, “Walter Neff” 
(Fred McMurray), who is trying to deal with two father figures: (i) the husband of 
“Phyllis Dietrichson” (Barbara Stanwyck), Walter's patricidal object & (ii) Walter's
senior at his insurance business, “Keyes” (Edward G. Robinson), a father figure 
whom Walter “loves” but, of course, by rejecting Keys' encouragements to 
“identify” with him (i.e. copy his career & his trustlessness of women), he soon needs
to suppress unconscious desires to bump him off... all the more subconscious reason 
to kill off '(i)'. 

At the beginning of the film, we watch Walter slump into his workplace in the
early hours of the morning, wherein he confesses his sins into a dictaphone, meant to
be heard by Keyes after the bullet in his chest has reached its purpose. For Jungians.
Walter's workplace is interesting insofar as it invokes the “mandala” (a symmetrical
figure, often rectangular, that symbolizes the “centre” that has the added capacity to
organize the archetypes that swim & blow through the “numinous” realm). Jungians
know that the “anima” is the “inner guide” of the hero as he makes his way from the
disorganized “periphery” to the “centre”. A significant part of the hero's challenge 
is to realize his “anima” as an inner figure. If she isn't so recognized (i.e. she is 
realized only in “projected” form... as Walter has done), the hero morphs into the 
anti-hero... but this doesn't mean that he won't reach his “centre”. It only means 
that it will cost him dearly to reach it. It was in Walter's workplace that, earlier on, 
we heard Keyes' wise overview, “it (the ruse) is beginning to come apart at the seams
already; murder is never perfect, always comes apart sooner or later; when two 
people are involved it is usually sooner; we know that the Dietrichson dame is in it... 
and there is somebody else; pretty soon, we'll know who that somebody else is... he'll
show, he's got to show! sometime, somewhere; his emotions are all kicked up; 
whether it is love, or it is hate, it doesn't matter; they can't keep away from each 
other; they think that it is twice as safe because there are two of them; no, no it is not
twice as safe... it is ten times twice as dangerous; they have committed a murder... 
and it is not like taking a trolley-ride together where they can get off at different 
stops... they're stuck with each other and they've got to ride all the way to the end of 
the line; and it is a one way trip... and the last stop is the cemetery” (par for the 
course for Edward G., he gets all this out in 15 seconds flat).

It is not insignifcant that Walter tells his audience that he is 35yrs old i.e. he 
is on the cusp of the “midlife crisis”. This isn't an easy time for anyone but, for a 
“puer aeterni” such as Walter, the spectre of getting old looms large... large enough, 
in fact, that a psychologist would assume an unconscious urge to suicide. In other 
words, the fratricidal and/or patricidal (and, as we see in the final scenes, 
matricidal) urges may be taking second place behind the suicidal urge i.e. Walter's 
conscious urges to bump off the family members could be all sourced to 
“compensations” against unconscious suicidal urges. Erich Neumann tries to 'kill 
off' Freud's theory of the “gorilla father” and 'birth' his theory of the “poisonous 
mother”, but FA-ers can continue to wonder why he did not consider Jung's most 
loved epithet “tertium non datur”. It is ever the job of the depth psychologist to keep



searching for the “3rd thing”. Very little of what Freud said is mutually exclusive of 
what Jung said.

Whatever the case may be regarding Freud, Jung and Neumann, we note that
Billy had a natal Saturn in Pisces square to Pluto-Jupiter in Gemini. From where we
stand, this could hardly be bettered as a symbolic pattern for a “puer aeternus” who
is prepared to do anything to stay young, including self-sacrifice. And, in noting that
Saturn would pass through Gemini during the making of this film, our confidence in
our view is increased. The twist against the idea of Walter-as-“Cain” is his sacrificial
counsel of Phyllis' conniving lover. Walter misses out on a chance to romance “Lola”
(Jean Heather), Dietrichson's daughter, because, if look at all this through the '3-4-5 
developmental lens', Saturn has yet to pass over and skip clear of Venus in Leo.
Most of Billy's better films feature the theme of the morality of sexual liaisons in the 
urban wasteland. 16yrs post-“Double Indemnity”, Fred McMurray decided to hook 
up, once again, and play the sexual scoundrel of “The Apartment”. Whereas, in 
“Double Indemnity”, we get the feeling of characters who 'can't' help themselves, we
get, in “The Apartment”, a feeling of characters who 'won't' help themselves i.e. 
they are more morally reprehensible because they are less obsessed. In this spirit, 
this one plays out as a kind of “Double Indemnity Pt.II” i.e. Walter knew that he 
was no good but, if he had managed to avoid the bullet and, then, seeing the errors 
of his ways, he had also managed to “identify” with Keyes, he would eventually have
discovered the distinction between 'can't' & 'won't' and, ironically, he may have 
come to regret that his femme fatale was such a poor shot.                       


